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31 - See Miffre (2016) for a comprehensive review of the literature of the performance of various investment strategies in commodity futures markets.
2 - Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017) use the term carry factor.

Abstract
A multi-factor commodity portfolio combining the high momentum, low basis and high basis-
momentum commodity factor portfolios significantly, economically and statistically outperforms, 
widely used commodity benchmarks. We find evidence that a variance timing strategy applied 
to commodity factor portfolios improves the return to risk trade-off of unmanaged commodity 
portfolios. In contrast, dynamic commodities strategies based on commodity return prediction 
models provide little value added once variance timing has been applied to commodity 
portfolios.

1. Introduction
There is growing evidence that commodity prices can be explained by a small number of priced 
commodity factors. Commodity portfolios exposed to commodity factors earn significant risk 
premiums, in addition to the premium offered by a broadly diversified commodity index. We 
adopt a factor-based investment approach to create a diversified portfolio of commodity factors 
and examine the efficiency gains achieved compared to widely used commodity benchmarks. 
Assuming that commodity risk premiums are time varying, we also explore the possible benefits 
from dynamic strategies that rotate between commodity factors based on commodity variance 
timing and commodity return forecasting models.

Research shows that commodity investment strategies based on exposures to commodity 
fundamental characteristics such as the basis, momentum, inflation, liquidity, skewness, open 
interest, value outperform commercially available commodity indices such as the S&P GSCI or a 
passive equally weighted index of all commodities.1 Fuertes, Miffre and Fernandez-Perez (2015) 
study the benefits from strategy combination that explores the imperfect correlation between 
the returns of momentum, term structure and idiosyncratic volatility strategies while Fernandez-
Perez, Miffre and Fuertes (2017) examine the performance of combining 11 long-short commodity 
strategies (styles) in a commodity portfolio using a portfolio construction methodology that 
nests many alternative portfolio construction rules.

Asset pricing tests narrow down the number of commodity factors that are priced among 
commodity-sorted portfolios. Szymanowska et al. (2014) find evidence supporting the pricing 
of the basis in the cross-section of commodity returns while Yang (2013) provides evidence in 
support of the average commodity factor (an equally weighted portfolio of all commodities) as 
an additional factor. Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017) provide evidence for a three-factor model 
that includes commodity momentum in addition to the basis2 and the average commodity factor 
while Boons and Prado (2017) find evidence of the pricing of basis-momentum (measured as 
the difference in momentum signals of first and second nearby futures contracts). According 
to Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017) the basis factor provides to investors compensation for the low 
returns of the factor during periods of high global equity volatility. The momentum factor on the 
other hand tend to do well when aggregate speculative activity increases. The basis-momentum 
factor proposed by Boons and Prado (2017) cannot be explained by the classical theories of 
storage (Kaldor, 1939), backwardation (Keynes, 1930) or hedging pressure (Cootner, 1960, 1967). 
Instead, the authors suggest that the basis-momentum factor premium is compensation for 
commodity volatility risk.

While capturing commodity risk premia requires the construction of passive portfolios with the 
desired exposure to commodity factors, timing commodity returns presupposes the ability to 
predict commodity returns and risk and calls for the design of dynamic trading strategies that 
rotate between the factors. Hong and Yogo (2012) provide evidence on the predictability of 
individual commodity futures using the short-term interest and the term premium, financial 
variables used in the stock and bond forecasting literature. They also show that commodity 
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specific variables like aggregate open interest, the basis and commodity market imbalance (the 
ratio of short-long positions of producers divided by short-long positions of commercial traders) 
predict individual commodity returns even after controlling for short term interest rates, the 
default premium and proxies for economic activity (Chicago Fed National Activity Index).3

In an out-of-sample study of individual commodity and a basis-based commodity portfolio 
predictability, Ahmed and Tsvetanov (2016) find weak evidence that conditional and 
unconditional forecasts of the average commodity portfolio and the basis factor, predict future 
commodity returns. Commodity return forecasts generate no economic gain to investors who 
use the predictions to build commodity timing strategies. Ahmed and Tsvetanov (2016), using 
prediction model forecasts as inputs in an asset allocation framework, find no support for the 
hypothesis that commodities provide diversification benefits to investors who are invested in 
traditional stock/bond portfolios. This evidence is consistent with the conclusions in Daskalaki 
and Skiadopoulos (2011) that commodities add little value to traditional stock/bond portfolios. 
Gao and Nardari (2016) in contrast, using a forecast combination approach to predict equity, 
bond and commodity returns and the dynamic conditional correlation model of Engle (2002) to 
predict risk find that the addition of commodities to the traditional stock-bond-cash asset mix 
improves utility. The evidence on the predictability of commodity returns are as controversial as 
the evidence on the predictability in equity markets.

Our contribution in this study is fourfold. First, based on the framework of factor investing, we 
create a well-diversified portfolio of commodity factors. To address the issue of estimation risk, 
we use alternative portfolio construction methodologies in the factor combination. Consistent 
with the current practice in benchmark creation, we create portfolios without short positions in 
individual commodities but we also consider long-short versions that allow for short positions 
especially since shorting is inexpensive and straight forward in the commodities futures market. 
Second, we use recently developed statistical methodologies to choose the appropriate factors 
to be included in the portfolio. The proliferation of commodity factors that explain commodity 
returns and provide better performance compared to passive benchmarks raises the risk of 
data dredging i.e. choosing factors “…that come close to spanning the ex post mean-variance-
efficiency (MVE) tangency portfolio of a particular period” (Fama and French 2017, page 24). Like 
equities, the number of candidate commodity factors is large and increasing. Following Fama and 
French’s (2017) advice we limit the number of factors and models and consider factors for which 
there are theoretical justifications and evidence of cross sectional pricing. We use the testing 
methodology proposed by Barillas and Shanken (2017) and applied in Fama and French (2017) 
and the methodology developed by Harvey and Liu (2017) to test whether the factors proposed 
in the literature are real risk factors. Based on the evidence and theoretical justification provided 
by Yang (2013), Szymanowska et al. (2014), Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017) and Boons and Prado 
(2017) we test whether the average commodity portfolio and the basis, momentum and basis-
momentum factors are real commodity risk factors.

Third, we compare the performance of the commodity portfolio to existing commodity benchmarks 
and in particular the S&P GSCI which represents the leading fully collateralised investable index 
and is the preferred benchmark for the majority of professionally managed portfolios. Fourth, 
we add to the existing literature on the predictability of individual commodities by providing 
evidence on the predictability of commodity factor-based portfolios. To assess the economic 
benefits of risk and returns predictability we create dynamic investment strategies based on risk 
or return prediction signals and measure the improvement in performance compared to passive 
investment strategies.

Our study supports the following conclusions. First, the spanning regressions of Barillas and 
Shanken (2017) and Fama and French (2017) and the methodology developed by Harvey and Liu 

3 - Chen, Rogoff and Rossi (2010) show that “commodity currencies” predict the price of the commodity produced by the countries of these currencies. Bork, Kaltwasser and Sercu (2014) 
argue that the results are not robust to variations in the test design and the use of average rather than end of period prices of the commodity indexes used.



(2017) identify the equally weighted portfolio of all commodities, and portfolios based on the 
basis, momentum and basis-momentum as risk factors for the commodities market. The evidence 
is consistent with a four-factor pricing model for commodities which nests the one-factor model 
of Szymanowska et al. (2014), the two-factor model of Yang (2013) and the three-factor model of 
Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017). Second, an equally weighted commodity factor portfolio combining 
the low basis, high momentum and the high basis-momentum factor portfolios, achieves over 
the period 1975-2015 a Sharpe ratio of 0.68 that represents a major improvement compared 
with the return on risk offered by the S&P GSCI (0.03) and an equally weighted portfolio of 
all commodities (0.28). The improvement in return-to-risk is significantly better when short 
positions are allowed in the construction of the commodity factor portfolios (Sharpe ratio 1.02). 
Using mean-variance, minimum variance, maximum diversification or risk parity weights makes 
little differences in performance compared to equal weights.

Third, the factor-based portfolio represents a dramatic improvement compared with the S&P 
GSCI, the benchmark used by most institutional investors, ETFs, ETNs and mutual funds. In 
particular, over the 1975-2015 period the S&P GSCI achieved an annual excess return of 0.63% 
compared with an annual excess return of 11.28% of an equally weighted long-only commodity 
factor portfolio. The significant outperformance has been achieved with much lower volatility 
(16.63% vs.19.48%) and is robust across sub-periods, the business cycle and volatility states. The 
evidence suggests that the S&P GSCI is unlikely to be on the mean-variance efficient frontier 
and that switching to the factor-based commodity benchmark increases the return to risk from 
investing in commodities significantly.

Finally, we build dynamic factor portfolio timing strategies based on predictions of factor returns 
and volatility. Variance timing is profitable, producing statistically significant alphas for the 
average commodity portfolio as well as the long-only versions of the momentum, basis and basis-
momentum factor portfolios. Variance timing for the long-only versions of the commodity factor 
portfolios works because the bulk of the return of the momentum, basis and basis-momentum 
portfolios is due to the average commodity portfolio, for which variance timing is profitable. We 
find strong evidence suggesting that variance timing works out-of-sample for the long-short 
commodity momentum premium, consistent with the findings of the success of volatility based 
timing for equity momentum reported in Barroso and Santa-Clara (2015) but adds little value to 
passive investments in the long-short basis or basis-momentum factor premiums.

We use different approaches to predict commodity factor portfolio returns and find little evidence 
to suggest that return forecasting adds value once variance timing has been implemented. The 
failure of return forecasting to add value, consistent with the results reported in Ahmed and 
Tsvetanov (2016), applies to both long-short and long-only versions of the commodity factor 
portfolios with the exception of the S&P GSCI.4

Our findings have important implications for commodity portfolio management. A multi-
factor commodity portfolio combining the high momentum, the low basis and the high basis-
momentum commodity portfolios is significantly better to the widely used S&P GSCI benchmark. 
The commodity factor portfolio outperforms the S&P GSCI consistently across sub-periods, the 
business cycle and volatility regimes. The difference in performance is statistically significant 
and unlikely to be the result of chance. The Harvey and Liu (2017) testing methodology suggests 
that the S&P GSCI is not a risk factor. The implication from this finding is that investors should 
replace the S&P GSCI with the better diversified and performing portfolio of commodity factors.

Our results also suggest that the conclusions from papers like Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2011) 
and Ahmed and Tsvetanov (2016) suggesting that commodities do not add value to traditional 
stock/bond/cash portfolios should be revisited in light of the evidence presented in this paper 

54 - The evidence on the predictability of the S&P GSCI reported in this paper is consistent with the findings in Gao and Nardari (2016).
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suggesting that a passive multi-factor portfolio is significantly better than the S&P GSCI or 
the average commodity portfolio of individual commodities used in previous studies to assess 
the role of commodities in asset allocation. Finally, the evidence on commodity factor portfolio 
timing suggests that variance timing might prove to be beneficial to long-only portfolios and the 
commodity momentum factor. However, once variance timing has been applied, commodity factor 
portfolio return forecasting has no value in timing commodity factor portfolios.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe the data. In Section 3 we discuss 
the return and risk characteristics of commodities and the appropriate factors to be included in the 
commodity portfolio. Section 4 examines the benefits from a diversified portfolio of commodity 
factor premia. Section 5 examines the performance of dynamic tactical commodity allocation based 
on the predictability of commodity return and variance timing. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. Data and Variables
2.1 Commodity futures data
We base our analysis on monthly data covering the period January 1975 to December 2015. The 
commodity monthly futures returns are constructed from end-of-day settlement prices sourced 
from Bloomberg. Our dataset consists of 32 commodity futures contracts covering five major 
sectors, namely, energy, grains and oilseeds, livestock, metals and softs. Table 1 tabulates the 32 
commodities grouped by category, the exchange on which they are traded, the corresponding 
Bloomberg ticker symbol, the year of the first recorded observation, the delivery months and the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CTFC) code. The dataset is comparable with the dataset 
used by Gorton, Hayashi and Rouwenhorst (2012), Hong and Yogo (2012), Szymanowska et al. 
(2014) and Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017).

We calculate monthly futures returns in excess of the risk-free rate ( ) for each commodity j as 

 
where  is the futures price at the end of month t for the contract of commodity j with 
delivery month t + Tn . We consider the first nearby (nearest to maturity) futures contracts (n =1)
and second nearby (second nearest to maturity) futures contracts (n = 2) and exclude future 
contracts with less than one month to maturity, in which case futures traders need to take a 
physical delivery of the underlying commodity (Hong and Yogo, 2012). Hence, the monthly futures 
returns are calculated based on a roll-over strategy where an investor maintains a long position in 
the first nearby (nearest to maturity) futures contract on commodity j until the beginning of the 
delivery month and rolls-over to the second nearby (second nearest to maturity) contract with the 
following delivery month. Note that on the rollover day we close the position in the first nearby 
futures contract, and at the same time we open a position in the second nearby contract which 
then becomes the nearest to maturity contract.

Table 2 reports the summary statistics of the 32 commodities over the period January 1975 to 
December 2015. Table 2 shows that investment in most individual commodities is unattractive; 
25 out of 32 commodities have Sharpe ratios below 0.25, consistent with findings by Bakshi, 
Gao and Rossi (2017, Table Internet-II). The absolute first-order autocorrelation for 26 out of 32 
commodities is below 0.1, indicating that most commodity future returns are serially uncorrelated. 
Most of the commodities have a positive skewness. Finally, 21 of 32 commodities are in contango 
on average.7 In general, the magnitudes shown in Table 2 are consistent with the evidence reported 
in Erb and Harvey (2006, Table 4), Gorton, Hayashi, and Rouwenhorst (2013, Table I) and Bakshi, 
Gao and Rossi (2017, Table Internet-II).

7 - Positive basis denotes that the commodity market is in contango (upward sloping yield curve); negative basis means that the commodity market is in backwardation (downward sloping 
yield curve).



2.2 Commodity factor portfolios
We construct long-only and long-short commodity factor portfolios. We focus on three commodity 
sorting characteristics, i.e. momentum (Fuertes, Miffre and Fernandez-Perez, 2015, Bakshi, Gao 
and Rossi, 2017, Boons and Prado, 2017), basis (Szymanowska et al., 2014, Gorton, Hayashi and 
Rouwenhorst, 2012, Yang, 2013, Fuertes, Miffre and Fernandez-Perez, 2015, Bakshi, Gao and Rossi, 
2017, Boons and Prado 2017) and basis-momentum (Boons and Prado 2017).

We define momentum for each commodity j as the cumulative excess futures returns from the
prior 12 months, i.e. 
         ,

where  denotes the future returns of the nearby contracts of commodity j. The basis for each 
commodity j is defined as

       ,

where  and  are the futures prices of the nearby and nextto-nearby contracts, respectively. 
Finally, the basis-momentum is defined as the difference between momentum in a first- and 
second-nearby futures strategy, i.e.
  
                           , 

where  and  stand for the future returns of the nearby and next-to-nearby contracts of 
commodity j, respectively.

To construct the commodity factor portfolios, we sort at the end of each month the future returns 
of the 32 commodities based on their sorting characteristics and then calculate the equally 
weighted return of the top 30 per cent and bottom 30 per cent of the commodities. We calculate 
the return of the average commodity portfolio as the equally weighted return of the 32 commodity 
future contracts, rebalanced monthly. Note that at the beginning of our sample (January 1975) 14 
commodity futures are available. The complete set of 32 commodity futures is available from May 
2005 until the end of our sample.

Table 3 presents the number of months in which a commodity enters in the long and short legs of 
the momentum, basis and basis-momentum portfolios. Softs, i.e. orange juice, coffee and cocoa 
appear most of the time both in the long and short legs of the momentum portfolio; live cattle, 
sugar and orange juice appear most of the time in both components of basis portfolio; natural 
gas, live cattle and cotton appear most of the time in both legs of the basis-momentum strategy. 
Momentum, basis and basis-momentum strategies load on different commodities. For instance, 
live cattle appears 191 times in the long component of the momentum portfolio and 227 times in 
the long component of the basis portfolio.

3. “Efficient” benchmarks for commodity portfolios
3.1 The return and risk of commodity portfolios
The S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (S&P GSCI) is a buy and hold world production-based 
index, with a large weight in the energy sector (approximately 70%). It is one of the most popular 
commodity benchmarks used by institutional investors and can be traded via over-the-counter 
swap agreements, exchange-traded funds (ETF) and exchange-traded notes (ETN) (Stoll and Whaley, 
2010). The S&P GSCI consists of 24 deep and liquid individual commodity futures indices. These 
include six energy related commodities (crude oil, Brent crude oil, heating oil, gasoil, natural gas 
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and unleaded gasoline), seven metals (gold, silver, copper, aluminium, zinc, nickel and lead), and 
11 agricultural commodities (corn, soybeans, wheat (CBOT), wheat (Kansas), sugar, coffee, cocoa, 
cotton, lean hogs, live cattle and feeder cattle). Geman (2009) and Erb and Harvey (2006) provide 
a detailed description of the S&P GSCI commodity index.8

Table 4 presents descriptive statistics of the commodity benchmarks (Panel A), commodity long-
only factor portfolios (Panel B) and commodity long-short factor portfolios (Panel C) over the 
full sample period January 1975 – December 2015. Performance statistics over the sub-sample 
periods January 1975 - June 1995 and July 1995 – December 2015 are presented in Table A1 in 
the Appendix A. Figure 1 presents the Sharpe ratios of the commodity benchmarks and long-short 
commodity factors in NBER recession and expansion periods as well as in low and high volatility 
periods. For the full descriptive statistics for all commodities considered in this study in the NBER 
recession and expansion periods, and in low and high volatility periods, refer to Tables A2 and 
A3 in Appendix A, respectively. Mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are annualised 
(Cumming et al., 2014).

Table 4 shows, that over the period 1975-2015, the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (S&P GSCI) 
and the average commodity market factor (AVG) had average excess returns of 0.63% and 3.64% 
per annum, respectively. The volatility of the S&P GSCI (19.48%) is significantly higher than the 
volatility of the average commodity market factor (13.00%) and reflects the overweighting of 
energy in the S&P GSCI (the standard deviation of the S&P GSCI Light Energy, which invests less 
in energy is 14% per annum).

The long-only high momentum commodity portfolio exhibits the highest realised excess return 
(12.80%) followed by the high basis-momentum (11.44%) and low basis (9.60%) commodity 
portfolios. High returns are associated with higher risk (standard deviation): the high momentum 
commodity portfolio exhibits also the highest volatility (20.33%), followed by the high basis-
momentum (17.57%) and low basis (17.06%) commodity portfolios. These results are in line 
with the studies of Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2006) and Erb and Harvey (2006). The long-short 
commodity momentum exhibits the highest realised excess return (16.61%) followed by the basis-
momentum (13.39%) and basis (13.37%) factors. The long-short momentum exhibits also the 
highest volatility (22.10%), followed by the basis (18.24%) and basis-momentum (17.98%). The 
profitability of the long-short momentum, basis and basis-momentum strategies is attributed to 
both long and short components.

Sharpe ratio comparisons show that the S&P GSCI offers a less attractive return to risk trade-off 
(0.032) than the average commodity portfolio (0.280). The long-only commodity factor portfolios 
exhibit higher Sharpe ratios than either the S&P GSCI or the average commodity portfolio. The 
high basis-momentum commodity portfolio achieved a Sharpe ratio of 0.651, the high momentum 
commodity portfolio a Sharpe ratio of 0.630 and the low basis commodity portfolio a Sharpe 
ratio of 0.563 all statistics measured over the 1975-2015 period. The long-short version of the 
commodity factor portfolios achieve higher returns but also higher volatility. As a result, the 
return to risk trade-off offered by commodity portfolios which allow short positions is slightly 
better than long-only commodity factor portfolios.

Panel E, Table 4 shows the performance of an equally weighted portfolio of the three factor 
commodity portfolios. An equally weighted portfolio of the long-only versions of the commodity 
factors has an annual average excess return of 11.28%, volatility of 16.63% and a Sharpe ratio of 
0.68. Performance improves significantly if shorting is allowed. An equally weighted portfolio of 
commodity factor premia has a higher annual average excess return (14.46%) lower risk (volatility 
of 14.24%) and much better Sharpe ratio (1.02). We discuss commodity factor combinations in 
more detail in Section 4.

8 - More information on the S&P GSCI Methodology can be found at http://eu.spindices.com/documents/methodologies/methodology-sp-gsci.pdf.



Sub-period results presented in Table A1 in Appendix A are consistent with results based on the 
full sample. Long-only commodity factor portfolios experience positive returns and lower volatility 
in periods of economic expansion and negative returns and higher volatility during recessions. The 
results in Table A2 (in Appendix A) show that the S&P GSCI had a Sharpe ratio of 0.187 (-0.610) in 
expansion (recession) periods. Positive Sharpe ratios during expansions and negative Sharpe ratios 
during recessions is also the characteristic of the average commodity portfolio, the high momentum, 
the low basis and the high basis-momentum commodity portfolios. These results suggest that 
commodities offer a risk premium as compensation for the negative performance of commodities 
during recessions. The return and risk of long-short versions of the commodity factors is also different 
during economic expansion/recessions. The commodity risk premia tend to be lower in recessions 
than expansions. We find very similar performance across periods of low volatility versus periods of 
high volatility; the monthly return of each commodity factor is classified in the high (low) volatility 
period when its monthly volatility is above (below) its average volatility over the full sample period 
(see Table A3, Appendix A). Figure 1 compares the Sharpe ratios of the commodity factor premiums 
across expansions and recessions and low and high volatility periods. The return to risk tends to be 
low (negative in the case of the S&P GSCI and the average commodity portfolio) in recessions and 
high risk and positive in periods of economic expansion and low volatility. Overall, the empirical 
evidence suggests that commodity returns perform well in expansions and low volatility periods, and 
poorly in recessions and high volatility periods.

3.2 Choosing priced commodity factors
The results in Table 4 and Figure 1 confirm evidence in the literature suggesting that commodity 
factor-based portfolios offer a superior risk-return trade-off compared to the widely used in 
practice S&P GSCI benchmark. Factor-based portfolios outperform also an equally weighted 
portfolio of the 32 commodities we examine in this study. The average commodity portfolio9 has 
been used in many academic studies as a proxy of the “market” portfolio for commodities and as 
a superior alternative to the S&P GSCI. In this Section we apply the research methodologies of 
Harvey and Liu (2017) and Barillas and Shanken (2017) and Fama and French (2017) to test whether 
the S&P GSCI, the average commodity portfolio and the basis, momentum and basis-momentum 
factors are priced in the cross-section of commodity returns. In the presence of multiple priced 
commodity risk premia an investor in the commodity “market” portfolio should also consider 
exposure to non-market risk premia. If commodity factor premia are uncorrelated, investing in a 
portfolio of commodity risk premia should provide considerable efficiency gains compared to the 
benchmark commodity market portfolio.

To limit the effects of data dredging we restrict the number of tested factors to those for which 
there is a theoretical motivation and has been found to be priced in previous cross-sectional tests. 
For equities, Fama and French (2017), argue that theory should be used to avoid data dredging and 
limit the number of factors and models considered. Following this advice we restrict the choice of 
candidate factors, to the factors proposed by Yang (2013, average commodity and basis factors), 
Szymanowska et al (2014, basis factor), Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017, average commodity, the basis 
and momentum factors) and Boons and Prado (2017, average commodity and the basis-momentum 
factors) to describe the cross-section of commodity returns. The commodity basis represents a reward 
for global equity volatility (Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017)), commodity momentum represents a reward 
to innovations in sentiment (Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017)) and the commodity basis-momentum 
premium represents a reward to commodity market volatility risk (Boons and Prado (2017)). Our 
list of candidate factors excludes individual commodity volatility, open interest, hedging pressure, 
industrial production, US TED spread or inflation, factors that did not have any impact on the 
cross-section of commodity returns once exposure to the basis, momentum or the basis-momentum 
premiums is taken into account (Szymansowska et al., 2014, Bakshi, Gao and Rossi, 2017).

9

9  - Erb and Harvey (2006) caution against using an equally weighted portfolio of commodities as a proxy for the return of the commodities market, arguing that a monthly rebalanced equally 
weighted index will be distorted by a rebalancing premium and is not investable in large scale. We calculate the average portfolio using quarterly and annual rebalancing and, like Bhardwaj, 
Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2015), we find that average returns are marginally higher to returns based on monthly rebalancing (results available upon request). Investability is more of an issue 
but as observed by Levine, Ooi and Richardson (2016) there is little evidence to suggest that including less liquid commodities inflates the return of the average portfolio. When we create an 
equally weighted portfolio consisting of the futures contracts that make-up the S&P GSCI, we find no difference in performance compared with the 32 equally weighted commodity index 
(results available upon request).
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The methodology developed in Harvey and Liu (2017) identifies from among a number of 
candidate factors those that are priced, addresses data mining directly, takes into account the 
cross-correlation between factors and allows for general distributional assumptions and more 
specifically non-normality. The methodology can be applied using either portfolios or
individual securities as test assets has been designed to answer the following question: given a
benchmark and an alternative factor model, what is the incremental contribution of the
alternative model? Barillas and Shanken (2017) and Fama and French (2017) use an alternative
testing methodology to assess the benefits from adding a factor to a factor model. The
methodology involves running a spanning regression of a candidate factor on a model’s other
factors. A non-zero intercept indicates that the factor makes a marginal contribution to the
factor model and helps explain average returns. The GRS (Gibbons, Ross and Shanken, 1989)
test of competing models tests whether a new factor improves the mean-variance efficiency of
a portfolio constructed from existing factors.

3.2.1 The Harvey and Liu (2017) Method
Harvey and Liu (2017) utilise multiple hypothesis testing and a bootstrapping technique to identify 
the factors that can explain the cross-section of expected commodity returns. The test consists 
of estimating two factor models: the baseline model and an augmented model that includes an 
additional factor relative to the baseline model. According to Harvey and Liu (2017) p. 18 “a risk 
factor is considered useful if, relative to the baseline model, the inclusion of the risk factor in the 
baseline model helps reduce the magnitude of the cross section of intercepts under the baseline 
model”. Two test-statistics are used to evaluate the statistical significance in explaining the cross-
section of commodity expected returns between the baseline and the augmented regression model. 
The first test-statistic calculates the difference (in percentage) in the mean absolute intercepts of 
the baseline regression  and the augmented regression , scaled by the standard error of 
the absolute intercept of the baseline regression , defined as follows:

    . 

To take into account possible outliers in the cross-section of returns Harvey and Liu (2017) use a 
second test-statistic, as a robustness measure, and calculate the difference (in percentage) in the
median intercepts of the baseline regression  and the augmented regression , scaled by 
the standard error of the absolute intercept of the baseline regression ,defined as follows:

     
Table 5 presents (i)  and , (ii) the bootstrapped 5th percentile on the distribution of 

 and for each individual commodity risk factor with the corresponding p-values10 
under the null hypothesis that the commodity risk factor individually has no ability to explain 
the cross-section of test assets returns (single hypothesis testing) and (iii) the bootstrapped 
5th percentile on the distribution of the minimum  and  amongst the commodity 
risk factors with the corresponding p-values11 under the null hypothesis that the commodity 

10 - P-values are obtained by evaluating the realised test-statistics for each individual commodity risk factors against the corresponding test-statistics based on their empirical distribution 
from bootstrapping.
11 - P-values are obtained by evaluating the realised test-statistics for each individual commodity risk factor against the empirical distribution of the minimum test-statistic across the indi-
vidual test statistics of the individual commodity risk factors that arise from bootstrapping.



risk factor individually has no ability to explain the cross-section of test assets returns 
(multiple hypothesis testing).

Panel A of Table 5 tabulates the results when the 32 individual commodities of Table 1 are the test 
assets. We start our analysis by testing whether any of the five commodity risk factors, namely the 
S&P GSCI and the average commodity factor premia, as well as the long-short momentum, long-
short basis and long-short basis-momentum, can explain the cross-section of expected individual 
commodity returns. We find that the average commodity factor is the best among the factors, since 
it reduces the mean (median) scaled absolute intercept by 30.9% (36.5%), the highest reduction 
among the remaining factors do. The bootstrapped 5th percentile of  ( ) for the average 
commodity factor is -0.276 (-0.332), a reduction in the mean (median) scaled intercept of 27.6% 
and 33.2% respectively. This factor reduces the mean (median) scaled intercept by more than the 
5th percentile with a p-value equal to 0.084 (0.018) (see Panel A.1). For the multiple hypothesis 
test, the bootstrapped 5th percentile of  ( ) is -0.290 and statistically significant with a 
multiple testing p-value equal to 0.005 (0.018). Overall, the average commodity factor is the most 
important among the candidate factors and is statistical significant at the 10% or better level of 
significance. We repeat the analysis by including the average commodity factor in the baseline 
model and we find that the second most dominant factor is the long-short basis-momentum 
factor with a multiple testing p-value equal to 0.000 based on  (Panel A.2). Then, we include 
the long-short basis-momentum factor into the baseline model and find that the third most 
important factor is the long-short basis, which performs better than long-short momentum; 
however, none of the long-short basis, long-short momentum and S&P GSCI is significant under 
the multiple hypothesis testing on  (p-value=0.309, see Panel A.3). When employing the test-
statistic , none of the factors is able to explain the cross-section of individual commodities, 
in addition to the average commodity factor.

Panel B of Table 5 tabulates the results when commodity portfolios are considered for test assets. 
In particular, we use the nine low, medium and high commodity factor portfolios. The long-short 
commodity momentum factor is the best among the factors, reducing the mean (median) scaled 
absolute intercept by 11.7% (18.9%), the highest reduction among the remaining factors. The 
bootstrapped 5th percentile of  ( ) for the long-short commodity momentum shows 
that the reduction in the mean (median) scaled intercept is 14.4% (14.9%), at the 5th percentile. 
The actual factor reduces the mean (median) scaled intercept by more than the 5th percentile 
with p-values equal to 0.000 (0.006) (see Panel B.1). With respect to the multiple hypothesis 
test, the bootstrapped 5th percentile of  ( ) is -0.250 and statistically significant with 
a multiple testing p-value equal to 0.004 (0.040). Overall, the long-short commodity momentum 
factor is the most important among the candidate factors and is statistical significant at 5% level 
with respect to the single and multiple hypothesis tests. We repeat our analysis by including the 
long-short commodity momentum factor into the baseline model and we find that the second 
most dominant factor is the average commodity factor with a multiple testing p-value equal to 
0.002 based on  ( ).We repeat the analysis by including the average commodity factor 
into the baseline model and we find that the third most dominant factor is the long-short basis-
momentum factor with a multiple testing p-value equal to 0.000 (0.001) based on  ( ) 
(Panel B.3). Finally, we include the long-short basis-momentum factor into the baseline model and 
find that the fourth most important factor is the long-short basis with a multiple testing p-value 
equal to 0.000 based on  (Panel B.4). When we include the long-short basis into the baseline 
model, S&P GSCI is not significant under the multiple hypothesis testing on  (p-value=0.309, 
see Panel B.5). When employing the test-statistic , neither S&P GSCI nor long-short basis is 
able to explain the cross-section of commodity portfolios.
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Our results are sensitive to the use of individual commodities or commodity portfolios as test 
assets. There is no consensus in the prior academic asset pricing literature on equities whether 
individual stocks or equity portfolios should be used as test assets. A number of academic studies 
argue that individual stocks are very noisy to be considered as test assets (Black, Jensen and 
Scholes, 1972, Fama and MacBeth, 1973). Other studies argue that the portfolios might create 
bias and inefficiency in the asset pricing tests when served as test assets (Avramov and Chordia, 
2006, Ang, Liu and Schwarz, 2016 and Lewellen, Nagel and Shanken, 2010). Further, Harvey and Liu 
(2017) argue that the use of individual stocks as test assets minimise the data snooping bias that 
arises from portfolio-based asset pricing tests (Lo and MacKinlay, 1990). For more information see 
the discussion in Harvey and Liu (2017).

In summary, using individual commodities as testing assets we find that average commodity 
portfolio is the most dominant commodity risk factor. The two-factor model comprised of the 
average commodity factor and the long-short basis-momentum can explain the cross section 
of individual commodities. Using commodity portfolios as test assets we find that a four-factor 
model comprised of the average commodity factor, the long-short momentum, the long-short 
basis and the long-short basis momentum can explain the cross section of commodity portfolios.

3.2.2 Spanning Tests
Barillas and Shanken (2017) and Fama and French (2017) use spanning regressions to find which 
commodity risk factors are significant in explaining the time variation of expected commodity 
returns. A risk factor is considered useful if, when regressed on the other factors, produces 
intercepts which are non-zero. The GRS statistic of Gibbons, Ross and Shanken (1989) is used to 
test whether a factor or factors enhance a model’s ability to explain expected returns. Table 6 
presents results from a time-series regression over the period 1975-2015 in which the dependent 
variable is the return of the candidate commodity risk factor and the independent variables are 
the returns of the competing model commodity risk factors. Panel A of Table 6 shows that the 
intercept in the spanning regression for the long-short momentum is 0.70% per month (t-stat = 
2.828), for the long-short basis is 0.50% (t-stat= 2.128) and for the long-short basis-momentum 
is 0.60% (t-stat=2.680). Overall, we find that (a) the returns of the average commodity, long-
short basis and long-short basis-momentum do not span the return of the long-short momentum 
factor, (b) the returns of the average commodity factor, long-short momentum and long-short 
basis-momentum do not span the return of the long-short basis factor and (c) the returns of the 
average commodity, long-short momentum and long-short basis factors do not span the long-
short basis-momentum factors.

Panel B of Table 6 tabulates the GRS statistic (Gibbons, Ross, and Shanken, 1989) which tests 
whether multiple factors jointly provide additional explanation to a baseline model. We choose 
between the following models:
a) The three (the average commodity, basis and momentum) and four (average commodity, basis, 
momentum and basis-momentum) factor models against the single market factor (the average 
commodity) model.
b) The three (average commodity, basis and momentum) and four (average commodity, basis, 
momentum and basis-momentum) factor models against the single basis factor model of 
Szymanowska et al. (2014).
c) The three (average commodity, basis and momentum) factor model against the two (average 
commodity and basis) factor model of Yang (2013).
d) The four (average commodity, basis, momentum and basis-momentum) factor model against 
the two (the average commodity and basis-momentum) factor model of Boons and Prado (2017) 
and
e) The four (average commodity, basis, momentum and basis-momentum) factor model against 
the three (average commodity, basis and momentum) factor model of Bakshi, Gao and Rossi (2017)



The GRS test on the intercepts from the spanning regressions of long-short basis and long-short 
momentum on the average commodity factor rejects the null hypothesis that the intercepts are 
jointly zero with a p-value equal to zero (p-value=0.000). We find similar results when we jointly 
test the intercepts from the spanning regressions of long-short basis, long-short momentum and 
long-short basis momentum on the average commodity factor. GRS tests of a two and three factor 
model against the basis model of Szymanowska et al. (2014) suggests that the addition of the 
average commodity, momentum and basis-momentum factors adds to the explanatory model of 
the base model. Based on the estimated GRS statistics the two factor models of Yang (2013) and 
Boons and Prado (2017) are inferior to models that add the momentum and basis-momentum 
and the basis and momentum factors respectively. Finally, the non-zero intercept of the spanning 
regression with the basis-momentum as the LHS variable suggests that basis-momentum has 
marginal explanatory power for commodity returns over and above the explanatory power of the 
other factors.

3.3 Is the S&P GSCI an “efficient” portfolio?
The S&P GSCI is the industry-standard benchmark for commodities investing. The index has been 
“designed to reflect the relative significance of each of the constituent commodities to the world 
economy, while preserving the tradability of the index by limiting eligible contracts to those with 
adequate liquidity”.12 While a capitalisation weighted portfolio of all equities is consistent with 
the equilibrium world of the CAPM, the production weights used for the S&P GSCI cannot be 
justified similarly. That leaves open the question of what is an appropriate proxy of the “market” 
commodities portfolio.

The average arithmetic excess return of S&P GSCI over the 1975-2015 period was 0.63%, its 
volatility 19.48% implying a Sharpe ratio of just 0.032. In contrast, a much better diversified 
portfolio of equally weighted commodities achieved an average excess return of 3.64%, volatility 
13% and a Sharpe ratio of 0.28. The return to risk trade-off of the S&P GSCI is clearly inferior to 
the average commodity portfolio and the high momentum, low basis and high basis-momentum 
commodity factor portfolios. Using the Harvey and Liu (2017) methodology, we find that the 
average commodity factor is considered the best among the candidate commodity risk factors in 
explaining the cross-section of individual commodity returns. In contrast, the S&P GSCI though 
is found to be statistical insignificant with a p-value = 0.419 for  and p-value = 0.473 for 

 (see Panel A.1 of Table 5). The evidence suggests that the S&P GSCI is unlikely to be a 
portfolio on the efficient frontier.

4. Multi-factor commodity portfolios: the benefits from diversification
Evidence based on historical returns suggests that exposure to the basis, momentum and basis-
momentum factors has been rewarded with positive risk premiums. Spanning tests also suggest 
that the three non-market commodity premia represent independent and non-redundant sources 
of return available to commodity investors. In this section, we examine the benefits from a 
diversified portfolio of factor premia. To create the combined factor commodity portfolio, we use 
mean-variance optimisation with expected return and variance-covariance based on historical 
data. To assess the robustness of the mean-variance based portfolios to estimation error we also 
use equal (EW), inverse variance (IV), minimum variance (MinVar) and maximum diversification 
portfolio (MDP) weights.13

Panel A in Table 7 presents the performance of commodity factor portfolios created using 
different portfolio construction rules. Average return (Mean), standard deviation (SD), Sharpe 
Ratio (SR), alpha, Appraisal ratio, Turnover and breakeven transaction costs are annualised. Alpha 
is estimated based on the time-series regression of the combined commodity portfolio  

1312 - See S&P GSCI Methodology, http://us.spindices.com/documents/methodologies/methodology-sp-gsci.pdf
13 - See Appendix B for calculation details. The alternative weighting methodologies considered here are consistent with mean-variance optimisation under specific assumptions about 
expected returns and risk (see Hallerbach, 2015).
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on the average commodity factor (AVG), i.e. . We test the hypothesis 
that the Sharpe ratios of the combined portfolio and the average commodity factor are equal 
using the methodology of Ledoit and Wolf (2008) with 5000 bootstrap resamples and a block size 
equal to b = 5. The appraisal ratio is defined as the alpha (a) divided by the standard error of the 
regression (σe), i.e. . Turnover is calculated as

                ,

where wj,t+1is the weight of portfolio j at time t +1 and wj,t+ is the portfolio weight before 
the rebalancing at time t +1. Finally, the break-even transaction cost is defined as the fixed 
transaction cost that makes the alpha of the combined commodity factor portfolio against the 
average commodity portfolio equal to zero and is calculated as the ratio of alpha divided by the 
turnover of the combined commodity factor portfolio,
          .

Over the July 1986-December 2015 period, a mean-variance-based factor portfolio achieved 
an annual excess return of 13.09% with a standard deviation of 16.59%. Over the same period 
the average commodity portfolio had an annual excess return of 5.35% with 12.27% standard 
deviation. The Sharpe ratio of a mean-variance-based commodity factor portfolio is almost double 
the return to risk offered by the average commodity portfolio (0.789 versus 0.436). The difference 
in Sharpe ratios is statistically significant at the 1% level of significance. Using the average 
commodity portfolio as proxy for the commodity “market” portfolio, the mean-variance-based 
commodity factor portfolio has an annual alpha of 6.89% that is statistically different from zero 
and an appraisal ratio of 0.808. The combination of the low basis, high momentum and high basis-
momentum factor portfolios is clearly better than the equally weighted portfolio of individual 
commodities.

Alternative portfolio construction rules produce commodity factor portfolios with very similar 
performance. The Sharpe ratios using alternative weighting schemes range between 0.810 (equally 
weighted) and 0.792 (minimum variance) and are statistically significantly different from the 
Sharpe ratio of the average commodity portfolio. Alphas and appraisal ratios using the average 
commodity portfolio as the benchmark, are very similar to the alpha and appraisal ratio of the 
mean-variance-based commodity factor portfolio.

The annual turnover required to create the commodity factor portfolios are given in column 6 
of panel A in Table 7. Annual turnover is significant and highest for the mean-variance-based 
commodity factor portfolio (669.9% per annum) and lowest for the equally weighted commodity 
factor portfolio. In panel B of Table 7 we report performance statistics when we use the buy/hold 
cost mitigation strategy used by Novy-Marx and Velikov (2015) to reduce the turnover of equity 
factor portfolios. According to the buy/hold rule, a commodity futures contract remains in a 
factor portfolio until it falls out of the medium portfolio.

Application of the cost mitigation strategy is very effective in reducing turnover without a 
significant deterioration in performance. Turnover is reduced on average by approximately 60% to 
an average, across all portfolio construction rules, of 200% per annum. Annual excess returns and 
standard deviations are reduced for all commodity factor portfolio combinations but the reduction 
in Sharpe ratios is much smaller. Alphas are also lower but after adjusting for risk, the appraisal 
ratios are slightly better. Finally, the break-even transaction cost, the cost that makes a portfolio’s 
alpha zero, improves significantly from 150 basis points to 212 basis points on average. These 
estimates of break-even transaction costs are many times higher than the estimated commodity 
trading costs reported in Marshall et al. (2012)14 suggesting that after trading costs the alpha 

14 -Marshall et al. (2012) estimate, depending on different dollar value trade size buckets, half spreads between 3.1 to 4.4 basis points. Investors who require immediate execution, small trades 
cost on average 6.3 basis points while large trades cost on average 25.8 basis points.



generated by commodity factor portfolios remains very significant. A commodity factor portfolio, 
constructed under the turnover constraints usually imposed by institutional investors, remains 
significantly better than either the S&P GSCI or the average commodity portfolio. Its performance 
is also better than equities or bonds (see panel C of Table 7).

5. Timing commodity factor portfolios
Evidence on the predictability of commodity returns in Hong and Yogo (2012), Ahmed and 
Tsvetanov (2016) and Gao and Nardari (2016) suggests that commodity returns are time varying 
and predictable from macroeconomic and commodity specific variables. In the next section, we 
use recently developed forecasting models to predict the excess return of commodity portfolios. 
In Section 5.2, we use predicted returns and variance timing to build dynamic tactical commodity 
allocation strategies and examine and compare their performance against passive commodity 
strategies.

5.1 Commodity factor return prediction models
Based on previous research on the predictability of commodity returns we consider three economic 
predictor variables (short rate, yield spread, default return spread) and three commodity-specific 
predictor variables (commodity basis, commodity market interest and commodity return) that 
have been found in the literature on commodity return predictability to predict commodity 
market returns. Short term rate, yield spread, commodity basis, commodity market interest and 
lagged commodity market return have been found statistically significant predictor variables on 
commodity market returns (see Table 6 in Hong and Yogo, 2012).

The short rate is defined as the monthly yield on the one-month T-bill. The yield spread is defined 
as the difference between Moody’s Aaa corporate bond yield and the short rate. The default return 
spread is defined as the difference between long-term corporate bond and long-term government 
bond returns. To construct the commodity basis we follow Hong and Yogo (2012); first, we calculate 
the basis for each individual commodity j, then we compute the sector basis based on the median 
basis within sector15 and finally we compute the equally weighted average of sector basis across 
the five sectors. To construct the commodity market interest we follow Hong and Yogo (2012); 
first, we sum the total number of futures (outstanding or traded) across all commodities in each of 
the five sectors to get the dollar open interest within each sector. Then, we compute the monthly 
growth rates of the sector open interest and the aggregate growth rate of open interest as an 
equally weighted average of the growth rate for each of the five sectors. Finally, we smooth these 
monthly growth rate series by taking a 12-month geometric average. The final predictor variable, 
the lagged commodity return is defined as the 1-month lagged commodity return.

Short term rate, yield spread and default return spread are constructed by Goyal and Welch (2008) 
and are available from the authors’ websites.16 Data on open interest have been sourced from the 
Commitment of Traders reports issued by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). CFTC 
data are available electronically since January 1986. For the period that spans January 1975 to 
December 1985 we collect the data from Yogo’s web page.17 The CFTC data for Brent Crude Oil and 
Gasoil are sourced from the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) website.18

Table A4 of the Appendix A tabulates descriptive statistics for the predictor variables for the 1975 
to 2015 period. The commodity market interest, the yield spread and the short rate are highly 
persistent with a first order autocorrelation above 0.90; commodity basis exhibits a lower first-
order autocorrelation (0.73). We document a very low correlation (below 20%) between the state 
variables; only the yield spread and the short rate exhibit a correlation of 88%. Our findings are 
of the same magnitude and in line with Hong and Yogo (2012).

15

15 - We use the median basis and not mean (average) basis, since the former is less sensitive to outliers (Hong and Yogo, 2012).
16 - Welch’s website: http://www.ivo-welch.info/professional/, Goyal’s website: http://www.hec.unil.ch/agoyal/
17 - Yogo’s website: https://sites.google.com/site/motohiroyogo/home/research.
18 - ICE’s website: https://www.theice.com/marketdata/reports/122
18 ICE’s website: https://www.theice.com/marketdata/reports/122
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We employ four forecasting models, namely, the historical average, the forecast combination 
(pooled average) model (Rapach, Strauss, and Zhou, 2010), the diffusion index model (Ludvigson 
and Ng, 2007) and the multiple regression model. A detailed description of the forecasting models 
we use can be found in Rapach and Zhou (2013) and Appendix C. We use ten years of data as the 
initial in-sample period to generate out-of-sample forecasts for the period July 1986 to December 
2015. Following the literature we generate forecasts using a recursive (i.e. expanding) window.19

Table A5 in Appendix A reports out-of-sample forecasting statistics  (Campbell and Thompson, 
2008) and MSFE -adjusted (Clark and West, 2007) for the six individual predictor variables (Panel 
A) and the four forecasting methods based on multiple predictor variables (Panel B). The pooled 
average and diffusion index models have positive  statistics for forecasting the one-month 
excess return on the S&P GSCI, the average commodity portfolio and the high momentum and 
low basis commodity portfolios. In addition, the pooled average and diffusion index forecasts 
outperforms the historical average in terms of MSFE for the S&P GSCI, the average commodity 
portfolio and the long-only basis factor. The    statistic is positive and statistically significant 
for the multiple regression model when forecasting the one-month excess return on S&P GSCI, 
the average commodity portfolio and the long-only commodity basis factor. On the other hand, 
the pooled average, diffusion index and multiple regression forecasts for the one-month returns 
on long-short commodity factor premia underperform the historical average in terms of negative  

 and MSFE.

5.2 Return and variance timing
If commodity returns and risks are time varying, a mean-variance investor would practice tactical 
timing holding a position in the commodity portfolio that differs from the long-term allocation 
based on long term forecasts of risk and return.

The optimisation problem faced by a mean-variance investor when the excess return,  and 
variance of the commodity portfolio are time varying is: 

        

where wi is the weight of the commodity portfolio ((1 — wt) the weight in the risk-free asset)), γ 
is the investor’s risk aversion and rƒ is the risk-free rate. The optimal investment in the commodity 
portfolio is given by 
      . 

An investor with no ability to forecast the time varying portfolio commodity excess return will use 
instead the long-term expected excess return , in which case the weight in the commodity 
portfolio is given by 
       and denoting   , . 

Variance timing is the optimal asset allocation decision for a mean-variance optimising investor 
who can forecast volatility but not expected returns.

To investigate whether (a) variance timing and (b) variance and return timing simultaneously 
add value in a commodity factor portfolio we construct two portfolios with the following excess 
returns: (i) the excess return of the variance-managed commodity portfolio  defined as:

             

19 - See Neely et al (2014), Gao and Nardari (2017), Rapach and Zhou (2013), among others. Hansen and Timmermann (2012) show that out-of-sample tests of predictive ability have had 
better size properties when the forecast evaluation period is a relatively large proportion of the available sample.



where  the excess return of the unmanaged commodity portfolio and is the conditional
variance of the commodity factor portfolio; c is a constant, chosen so that the managed commodity 
portfolio has the same unconditional volatility (standard deviation) as the unmanaged commodity 
portfolio (Moreira  and Muir, 2017). The choice of a particular volatility target will affect the return, 
volatility and alpha of the volatility managed portfolio but will not affect portfolio performance 
measures such as the Sharpe ratio or the appraisal ratio.

(ii) the excess return of the combined return-forecast and variance-managed portfolio  is 
defined as:

       
where  the unmanaged commodity portfolio;  is the forecast excess return one month 
ahead, j = histavg stands for the historical average, j = poolavg stands for the pooled average 
model, j = DI stands for the diffusion index model and j = MULT stands for the multiple regression 
model;  stands the conditional variance of the unmanaged commodity portfolio. The conditional 
variance of the unmanaged commodity portfolio ( ) is based on the daily returns of commodity 
portfolio in the previous month.

Table 8 tabulates the results for the variance-managed commodity portfolios  (variance 
timing) and Table 9 the results for the combined return-forecast and variance-managed portfolios 

 (variance and return timing). Average return (Mean), standard deviation (SD), Sharpe 
Ratio (SR), alpha, beta, Turnover, Appraisal ratio and breakeven transaction costs are annualised. 
Alpha and beta are estimated based on the time-series regression of the managed commodity 
portfolio  on the commodity portfolio , i.e. , where m = σ2 
for the variance-managed portfolio, m = r for the return-forecast based commodity portfolio 
and m = σ2, r for the combined return-forecast and variance-managed portfolio. Positive alpha 
(a) suggests that the managed commodity portfolios  expand the mean-variance efficient 
frontier and increase the Sharpe Ratio compared to the passive commodity portfolios . We 
test the hypothesis that the Sharpe ratios of two portfolios are equal following the method 
by Ledoit and Wolf (2008) with 5000 bootstrap resamples and a block size equal to b = 5. The 
appraisal ratio is defined as the alpha (a) divided by the standard error of the regression (σe), i.e.

. The turnover is calculated as

                                              ,

 
where wj,t+1 is the weight of portfolio j at time t +1 and wj,t+ is the portfolio weight before the 
rebalancing at time t +1. Finally, the break-even transaction cost is defined as the fixed transaction 
cost that makes the timing alpha (a) zero and is defines as alpha divided by the turnover of the 
managed portfolio,
         .

Variance timing the average commodity portfolio, over the January 1975 to December 2015 
period, increases the Sharpe ratio of the timing strategy from 0.297 to 0.475. The timing alpha is 
positive (3.26% per annum) and statistically significantly different from zero. The timing strategy 
generates annual turnover of 612% which combined with transaction costs of 53 basis points 
will make the timing alpha zero. Compared with the transaction cost estimates in Marshall et al. 
(2012), investors who can transact at 6.3 (small trades) or 25.8 (large trades) basis points will find 
the strategy profitable. There is little evidence that variance timing will be beneficial to investors 
who hold the S&P GSCI portfolio (Table 8, panel A).
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Variance timing is beneficial for investors who invest in the low basis, high momentum and high 
basis-momentum commodity factor portfolios (Table 8, panel B). The variance timing strategies 
have higher Sharpe ratios, albeit not statistically different to the passive benchmarks, and positive 
and economically and statistically significant (at the 5% level) alphas. Variance timing almost 
doubles the turnover of the commodity factor portfolios and as a result the break-even transaction 
costs range between 70 (high basis-momentum) and 82 (low basis) basis points. Compared with 
the transaction cost estimates in Marshall et al. (2012) variance timing the commodity factor 
portfolios provides significant after cost outperformance.

Variance timing the long-short momentum commodity portfolio (Table 8, panel C) produces a 
better Sharpe ratio and an economically (6.93% per annum) and statistically significant timing 
alpha. Despite the high turnover (636% per annum) the break-even transaction cost suggests that 
the strategy will remain, after costs, profitable for most investors. The evidence on the success of 
variance timing of the long-short commodity momentum portfolio is consistent with the evidence 
on the success of variance timing of equity momentum reported in Barroso and Santa Clara 
(2015), Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) and Moreira and Muir (2017). For the other two long-short 
commodity portfolios variance timing is not profitable producing small positive alphas with high 
turnover and hence low break-even costs.

Table 9, panel A shows performance statistics for timing strategies that incorporate return and 
variance timing. Return predictions are based on the historical average, the pooled model, the 
diffusion index model and the multiple regression model. For the average commodity portfolio 
line one shows performance statistics for the unmanaged commodity portfolio, line two for the 
variance timing strategy and lines three to six for the return and variance timing strategy. Variance 
timing improves the Sharpe ratio of the average commodity portfolio and produces a positive 
alpha. Incorporating return forecasts in the timing process produces little improvement to the 
benefits generated by variance timing. Timing the S&P GSCI is not profitable except when return 
forecasts from the multiple regression model are used as the basis for timing.

Table 9, panel B presents the performance of timing strategies for the high momentum, low basis 
and the high basis-momentum long-only commodity portfolios. Consistent with the evidence 
in Table 8, variance timing improves Sharpe ratios and generate positive alphas. However, when 
return forecasts are also used in the timing strategy, there is no improvement to the performance 
generated by variance timing alone. For long-only commodity factor portfolios variance timing 
work but return timing does not.

The results in panel C of Table 9 suggest that, with the exception of variance timing for the 
momentum premium, timing strategies based on variance and return forecasts provide little 
benefit to investment in unmanaged commodity portfolios.

Variance forecasts based on last month’s variance generate significant turnover in all commodity 
portfolios. Less volatile variance forecasts will generate less turnover but could be detrimental to 
the timing strategy’s performance. To assess the robustness of the timing performance based on 
last month’s variance as a predictor of next month’s variance we also calculated variance based on 
the last six-month daily commodity portfolio returns (six-moth variance) and use it as a predictor 
of future variance. Performance statistics are reported in Table 10.

Using the six-month variance as predictor of future variance to time commodity portfolio returns 
reduces marginally the Sharpe ratio and alphas of the timed commodity portfolios. The managed 
high momentum commodity portfolio has an alpha of 5.14% per annum and annual turnover of 
159.2%. Variance timing the low basis and high basis-momentum commodity portfolios produces 
annual alphas of 2.29% and 3.55% and annual turnover of 135.39% and 132.2% respectively. 



As expected, using a much smoother predictor for future variance reduces considerably (by 
more than 50%) the turnover of the timing strategies and as a result increases the break-even 
transaction cost required to make the alphas zero. For example, the break-even transaction cost 
for the average commodity portfolio increases from 46.157 to 122.634 basis points. Significant 
increases in breakeven transactions costs are observed for the high momentum, low basis and 
high basis-momentum commodity portfolios (from 62.160 to 323.076, 89.202 to 168.236 and 
91.514 to 268.532 basis points respectively). Variance timing the average commodity portfolio, 
the S&P GSCI and the long-only factor-based commodity portfolios using as variance predictor 
the variance based on the last six-month daily commodity return provides significant value added 
within the turnover limits currently stipulated in institutional investor mandates.

Table 10, panel C shows that for long-short commodity portfolios, variance timing works for the 
momentum premium, generating an annual alpha of 5.61%, but less so for the basis-momentum 
and basis premiums. These results are consistent with the evidence in Table 9 where we used the 
one-month variance for variance timing.

Finally, timing strategies that use the expected excess commodity portfolio returns generated by 
the four prediction models presented in Section 5.1 and forecasts of future variance based on 
the six-month variance increases the alpha of the unmanaged commodity portfolio strategies 
compared to variance timing only strategies, but the high turnover generated results in little 
improvement and in many cases deterioration of the break-even transaction cost statistic. The 
only significant exception is timing the S&P GSCI using the pool, diffusion and multiple regression 
prediction models for commodity returns.

6. Conclusions
We use a factor-based approach to combine commodity factor portfolios with exposure to 
commodity factor momentum, the basis and the basis-momentum. These factors were found 
to jointly explain best the cross-section of commodity returns. Irrespective of the portfolio 
construction methodology used to create the multi-factor commodity portfolio, we find significant 
improvements in the return to risk trade-off offered by commodity portfolios benchmarked on the 
S&P GSCI and the average commodity portfolio. We find strong evidence to suggest that the S&P 
GSCI benchmark is probably an inefficient portfolio, inferior to the average or the multi-factor 
commodity portfolio.

We find strong evidence in favour of variance timing commodity portfolios. Increasing investments 
in the commodity portfolio when future variance is expected to be low and decreasing the investment 
weight to commodity portfolios when future variance is high, improves the unmanaged portfolios 
Sharpe ratios and generates positive and significant alphas against the average commodity 
portfolio. Variance timing strategies based on smoother forecasts of variance generate turnover 
within acceptable institutional investor limits.

We predict commodity portfolio returns using state-of-the art forecasting methodologies and 
construct dynamic commodity allocation strategies combining expected returns with variance 
timing. Our findings are disappointing for the majority of the studied commodity portfolio 
dynamic strategies. There is little value added from return and risk forecasting compared to a 
timing strategy that is based only on variance timing.
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Tables

Table 1. Commodity Futures Data
This Table lists 32 commodities and tabulates the categories they belong, the exchange on which they are traded, the Bloomberg ticker 
symbol, the year of the first recorded observation, the delivery months and code in the Commitment of Traders reports issued by the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The commodity futures contracts are traded on the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), the New York Commodities Exchange (COMEX), the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), the London Metal 
Exchange (LME) and the New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX).



Table 2. Summary Statistics of Commodities
This Table reports summary statistics of the 32 commodity futures returns in excess of the risk-free rate for the period 1975:01 to 2015:12. 
N denotes the number of observations, Mean is the average return, SD is the standard deviation, Skew denotes the skewness, Kurt is the 
kurtosis, SR is the Sharpe Ratio, AR(1) is autocorrelation of first order. The last column presents the average basis for each commodity. 
Mean, SD, Skew, Kurt and SR are annualised. For the annualised skewness and kurtosis, we follow Cumming et al (2014).
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Table 3. Membership in the long and short components of the momentum, basis and basis-momentum portfolios
This Table reports the memberships of the long and short components of the momentum, basis and basis-momentum strategies. 
Membership is defined as the number of months the commodity has entered the long and short components of the momentum, basis and 
basis-momentum factor portfolios. The long and short components are based on the 30% top and 30 % bottom portfolios for the three 
commodity factor strategies.



Table 4. Descriptive Statistics over the full sample period: January 1975- December 2015
This Table presents the descriptive statistics for the period 1975:01 to 2015:12 of the commodity benchmarks, i.e. S&P GSCI, Average 
commodity market factor based on the individual commodities (AVG) and S&P GSCI Light Energy (Panel A), the low, medium, high and 
long-short commodity momentum (Panel B), the low, medium, high and long-short commodity basis (Panel C), the low, medium, high 
and long-short commodity basis-momentum (Panel D). The low and high commodity portfolio returns are returns of equally weighted 
commodity portfolios of the bottom 30 per cent and top 30 per cent of the 32 commodities we have in our sample. The mean, standard 
deviation (SD), Skewness, Kurtosis, Sharpe Ratio (SR) and Turnover are annualised.
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Table 5. Cross-Sectional tests
This Table presents the two metrics developed by Harvey and Liu (2017)  and which measure the difference in equally weighted 
scaled mean/median absolute regression intercepts between the baseline model and the augmented model. The candidate factors are the 
average commodity factor based on individual commodities (AVG), S&P GSCI, long-short momentum, long-short basis and long-short 
basis-momentum. As for tests assets we consider the 32 individual commodities (Panel A) and the 9 commodity portfolio factors, i.e. 
low, medium and high portfolios (Panel B). The two metrics  and are defined in Section 3.2. The period spans January 1975 to 
December 2015.



Table 6. Time Series Tests
This Table presents the spanning regressions (Panel A) and the GRS statistic of Gibbons, Ross, and Shanken (1989) (Panel B) over the 
sample period from January 1975 to December 2015. In Panel B the first column is the baseline model, the second column is the sets of 
additional factors. We consider four baseline models; (a) a model that includes only the average commodity market factor (AVG), (b) the 
one factor model which includes the basis commodity factor (Szymanowska et al., 2014), (c) the two-factor model, which includes the 
average commodity (AVG) and the basis factors proposed (Yang, 2013) and (d) the two-factor model, which includes the average commodity 
(AVG)) and the basis-momentum factors (Boons and Prado, 2017). Momentum, Basis and Basis-Momentum, are the long-short commodity 
momentum, basis and basis-momentum portfolios, respectively. Int. denotes the intercept of the time series regression,  denotes 
the adjusted  of the regression, and se denotes the standard error of the time series regressions. Newey-West (1987) t-statistics are in 
parenthesis.

Table 7. Combined Long-only Commodity Portfolios 
This Table tabulates the results for the combined commodity long-only portfolios (Panel A) and for the combined commodity long-only 
portfolios under Turnover (TO) mitigation techniques (Panel B). We consider different portfolio construction techniques, i.e. equal (EW), 
inverse variance (IV), minimum variance (MinVar), maximum diversification portfolio (MDP) and Mean-Variance (MV, γ = 5) weighting 
schemes. Panel C presents the average commodity factor (AVG) and the S&P GSCI as for commodity benchmarks, MSCI US and MSCI World 
equity indices as for equity benchmarks and the US Government Bond Index, as for bond benchmark. Average return (Mean), standard 
deviation (SD), Sharpe Ratio (SR), alpha (against the average commodity factor (AVG)), Turnover, Appraisal ratio and breakeven transaction 
costs are annualised. We use ten years of data as the initial in-sample period. The forecast evaluation period spans July 1986 to December 
2015. We generate forecasts using an expanding window approach. We test the hypothesis that the Sharpe ratios of the combined 
commodity long-only portfolio and the average commodity factor (AVG) are equal following Ledoit and Wolf (2008). We use Newey-West 
(1987) standard errors for the statistical significance of alpha.
* denotes significance at 10% level, ** denotes significance at 5% level and *** denotes significance at 1% level.
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Table 8. Variance Managed commodity portfolios
This Table tabulates the results for the 1-month variance-managed commodity portfolio . We consider the unmanaged commodity 
benchmark portfolios, i.e. average commodity factor (AVG) and S&PGSCI (Panel A), the unmanaged long-only commodity factor portfolios 
(Panel B), and the unmanaged long-short commodity factor portfolios (Panel C). BASIS stands for Basis commodity portfolio MOM stands 
for Momentum commodity portfolio and BASIS-MOM stands for Basis-Momentum commodity portfolio. j = histavg stands for the historical 
average, j = poolavg stands for the pooled average method, j = DI stands for the diffusion index method and j = MULT stands for the 
multiple regression method. Average return (Mean), standard deviation (SD), Sharpe Ratio (SR), alpha (against the unmanaged commodity 
portfolio), beta, Turnover, Appraisal ratio and breakeven transaction costs are annualised. The evaluation period spans from January 1975 
to December 2015. We test the hypothesis that the Sharpe ratios of the variance managed portfolio  and its unmanaged portfolio (ƒ) 
are equal following Ledoit and Wolf (2008). We use Newey-West (1987) standard errors for the statistical significance of alpha. * denotes 
significance at 10% level, ** denotes significance at 5% level and *** denotes significance at 1% level.



Table 9. Return-forecast and Variance Managed commodity portfolios
This Table tabulates the results for the (a) 1-month variance-managed commodity portfolio  and (b) combined return-forecast and 
1-month variancemanaged portfolio . We consider the unmanaged commodity benchmark portfolios, i.e. average commodity factor 
(AVG) and S&P GSCI (Panel A), the unmanaged long-only commodity factor portfolios (Panel B), and the unmanaged long-short commodity 
factor portfolios (Panel C). MOM stands for Momentum) and BASIS-MOM stands for Basis-Momentum. j = histavg stands for the historical 
average, j = poolavg stands for the pooled average method, j = DI stands for the diffusion index method and j = MULT stands for the 
multiple regression method. Average return (Mean), standard deviation (SD), Sharpe Ratio (SR), alpha (against the unmanaged commodity 
portfolio), beta, Turnover, Appraisal ratio and breakeven transaction costs are annualised. We use ten years of data as the initial in-sample 
period. The forecast evaluation period spans July 1986 to December 2015. We generate forecasts using an expanding window approach. 
We test the hypothesis that the Sharpe ratios of the  or  and its unmanaged portfolio (ƒ) are equal following Ledoit and Wolf 
(2008). We use Newey-West (1987) standard errors for the statistical significance of alpha.* denotes significance at 10% level, ** denotes 
significance at 5% level and *** denotes significance at 1% level.
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Table 10. Return-forecast and 6-month Variance Managed Commodity Portfolios
This Table tabulates the results for the (a) 6-month variance-managed commodity portfolio  and (b) combined return-forecast and 
6-month variance-managed portfolio . We consider the unmanaged commodity benchmark portfolios, i.e. average commodity factor 
(AVG) and S&PGSCI (Panel A), the unmanaged long-only commodity factor portfolios (Panel B), and the unmanaged long-short commodity 
factor portfolios (Panel C). BASIS stands for the basis commodity portfolio, MOM stands for Momentum commodity portfolio and BASIS-
MOM stands for Basis-Momentum commodity portfolio. j = histavg stands for the historical average, j = poolavg stands for the pooled 
average method, j = DI stands for the diffusion index method and j = MULT stands for the multiple regression method. Average return 
(Mean), standard deviation (SD), Sharpe Ratio (SR), alpha (against the unmanaged commodity portfolio), beta, Turnover, Appraisal ratio and 
breakeven transaction costs are annualised. The forecast evaluation period spans December 1986 to December 2015 (349 observations). 
We generate forecasts using an expanding window approach. We test the hypothesis that the Sharpe ratios of the  or  and 
its unmanaged portfolio (ƒ) are equal following Ledoit and Wolf (2008). We use Newey-West (1987) standard errors for the statistical 
significance of alpha.* denotes significance at 10% level, ** denotes significance at 5% level and *** denotes significance at 1% level.
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Figure 1: Sharpe Ratio: January 1975 – December 2015

Appendix A. Additional Tables

Table A1. Descriptive Statistics: Sub-period Analysis
This Table presents the descriptive statistics for the sub-periods 1975:01 to 1995:06 (Panel A) and 1995:07 to 2015:12 (Panel B) of the 
commodities. As for commodities we consider the (a) commodity benchmarks S&P GSCI, Average commodity market factor based on the 
individual commodities (AVG) and S&P GSCI Light Energy, (b) the low, medium, high and long-short commodity momentum, (c) the low, 
medium, high and long-short commodity basis, and finally (d) the low, medium, high and long-short commodity basis-momentum. The low 
and high commodity portfolio returns are returns of equally weighted commodity portfolios of the bottom 30 per cent and top 30 per cent 
of the 32 commodities we have in our sample. The mean, standard deviation (SD), Skewness, Kurtosis and Sharpe Ratio (SR) are annualised.



Table A2. Descriptive Statistics: NBER Recession and NBER Expansion Periods
This table presents the descriptive statistics for the NBER Recession period (Panel A) and NBER expansion period (Panel B) of the commodities. 
As for commodities we consider the (a) commodity benchmarks S&P GSCI, average commodity factor (AVG) and S&P GSCI Light Energy, (b) 
the low, medium, high and long-short commodity momentum, (c) the low, medium, high and long-short commodity basis, and finally (d) 
the low, medium, high and long-short commodity basis-momentum. The low and high commodity portfolio returns are returns of equally 
weighted commodity portfolios of the bottom 30 per cent and top 30 per cent of the 32 commodities we have in our sample. The mean, 
standard deviation (SD), Skewness, Kurtosis and Sharpe Ratio (SR) are annualised.
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Table A3. Descriptive Statistics: Low and High Volatility periods
This table presents the descriptive statistics for the low volatile period (Panel A) and high volatile period (Panel B) of the commodities. As 
for commodities we consider the (a) commodity benchmarks S&P GSCI, average commodity factor (AVG) and S&P GSCI Light Energy, (b) the 
low, medium, high and long-short commodity momentum, (c) the low, medium, high and long-short commodity basis, and finally (d) the low, 
medium, high and long-short commodity basis-momentum. The low and high commodity portfolio returns are returns of equally weighted 
commodity portfolios of the bottom 30 per cent and top 30 per cent of the 32 commodities we have in our sample. The mean, standard 
deviation (SD), Skewness, Kurtosis and Sharpe Ratio (SR) are annualised.



Table A4. Descriptive Statistics of the state variables
This Table presents the descriptive statistics (Panel A) and the correlation matrix (Panel B) for the period 1975:01 to 2015:12 of the predictor 
(state) variables, i.e. market interest, basis, default return spread, yield spread and short rate. The mean, standard deviation (SD), Skewness 
and Kurtosis are annualised. AR (1) denotes the first-order autocorrelation.
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Table A5. Commodities Out-of-Sample Forecasting Statistics, January 1975 – December 2015
This Table presents the out-of-sample forecasting statistics and mean squared forecast error (MSFE) for the 6 individual predictor 
variables on the commodity risk premia (Panel A) and forecasting methods based on multiple predictor variables on the commodity risk 
premia (Panel B).  measures the per cent reduction in mean squared forecast error (MSFE) for the predictive regression forecast based 
on the predictor variable or forecasting method compared to the historical average benchmark forecast. Brackets show the p-values for 
the Clark and West (2007) MSFE-adjusted statistic under the null hypothesis that the historical average MSFE is less than or equal to the 
predictive regression or forecasting method MSFE against the alternative that the historical average MSFE is greater than the predictive 
regression or forecasting method MSFE, i.e. H0  ≤ 0 against :  > 0.



Appendix B. Portfolio Construction Techniques

The equally weighted commodity factor portfolio invests proportionally in each of the three 
commodity factors and since it does not use estimates of return or risk, is by definition free of 
estimation risk. EW will be mean-variance optimal when commodity factor expected returns, 
variances, and correlations are the same.

The inverse variance (IV) portfolio rule (Kirby and Ostdiek, 2012) depends only on variance and 
assumes that the correlation between the factors is zero. IV weights are calculated according to 
the following equation:

 
 
 
         
where  the estimated variance of commodity i.

MinVar rule is the short sale-constrained minimum-variance portfolio of commodity factors. The 
weights of the minimum- variance portfolio are defined in the following equation:

    
MinVar portfolios will be mean-variance optimal under the assumption that expected returns
are equal.

The maximum diversification portfolio (MDP) has been proposed by Choueifaty and Coignard
(2008) and maximises the diversification ratio defined as

    
where . 

The numerator is equal to portfolio volatility ignoring correlations while the denominator is the 
portfolio volatility that takes into account correlation (diversification). The MDP portfolio will be 
optimal if the assets included in the portfolio have the same Sharpe ratio. For the inverse variance, 
the minimum variance and the maximum diversification portfolios the estimation of variances 
and covariances are based on an expanding window approach with an initial sample of 10 years.

Appendix C. Return Forecasting Methodologies and Evaluation

Model 1: the historical average.
Model 2: the forecast combination model (pooled average model)

We use the following linear model:
                                 where i = 1,2,…K

where  is excess return at time t +1, xi,t is the i th predictor at time t, and K is the total number 
of predictive variables. We produce the next period out-of-sample individual forecasts,  using 
the available information up to time t as follows:
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Where  and  are the estimates of  and , respectively. Finally, we combine the individual 
forecasts  with equal weights and the combination forecast  is given by:

   
            
We use the six predictive variables K = 6 for each asset and detail them in Section 5.1.

Model 3: the diffusion index model.
The latent factor model is defined as follows:

         
We estimate the latent factors ƒ based on a principal component analysis (Bai, 2003; Stock and 
Watson, 2006). The diffusion index forecast  is given by

           
where  and  are the OLS estimates of  and  and  is the principal component estimate of  
using the conditional information up to time t.

Model 4: the multiple regression model
The multiple regression model is based on our six predictor variables (K = 6) presented in Section 
2.3 and is defined as follows:
     
     
where  is excess return at time t +1, xi,t-1 is the i th predictor at time t, and K is the total number 
of predictive variables. The multiple regression forecast  is given by

     
where  and  are the OLS estimates of  and  using data available up to the time t.

We employ two measures to assess the predictability of commodity returns out-of-sample. The 
first measure is the out-of-sample R2 (Campbell and Thompson, 2008), denoted by , defined as:

     

where 

is the mean squared forecast error for the predictive regression forecast i over the forecast 
evaluation period, 

            
is the mean squared forecast error of historical average benchmark forecast,  denotes the 
average expected return defined as 

         
stands for the initial in-sample estimation period, T denotes the number full-sample observations. 
Positive values  indicates that the predictive regression-forecasting model outperforms the 
historical average model in terms of MSFE (i.e. MSFE0 < MSFEi).



The MSFE-adjusted test of Clark and West (2007), tests the null hypothesis that the historical 
average MSFE0 is less than or equal to the predictive regression MSFEi against the one-sided 
alternative hypothesis that the historical average MSFE0 is greater than the predictive regression 
MSFEi ; this corresponds to H0  ≤ 0  against H0  > 0.

Clark and West (2007) define:

    

and then regress,  on a constant for s = 1,2, ,T -n. The MSFE -adjusted is the t-statistic 
corresponding to the constant.

The out-of-sample forecast based on an individual predictor variable is given by

           
where a and  are the OLS estimates from regressing  on a constant and .
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